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Tiller/Copland/Roach
RCMP Class Action
Office of the Assessors
June 7, 2022
Commissioner Brenda Lucki
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
73 Leikin Drive
Ottawa, ON
K1A 0R2
Dear Commissioner Lucki,
I write on behalf of the Assessors appointed under the Tiller/Copland/Roach Settlement
Agreement.
A total of 615 claims were received and processed under the Settlement Agreement. Of those,
562 were deemed complete and received substantive evaluation by our Office, including
settling the amounts of compensation to be paid.
Having concluded our assessment duties, and as directed by the Federal Court in approving
the Settlement Agreement, we have prepared a report with our general observations regarding
the claims and our recommendations to the RCMP to assist in minimizing workplace sexual and
gender-based harassment and discrimination.
This report follows on the one delivered after the assessment of claims under the Merlo
Davidson settlement. While we generally support the recommendations in that report, we
now offer recommendations and considerations that are responsive to the particular class
of claimants from whom we heard: women who worked or volunteered in RCMP workplaces
but were not directly employed by the RCMP. Addressing the systemic problem of sexual and
gender-based harassment and discrimination in a large and complex organization such as the
RCMP will require commitment from all who work within and alongside it.
We acknowledge your pledge to meaningful change within the RCMP. This report underscores
the urgency of that work and acknowledges the pain and trauma caused by harassment and a
range of deeply objectionable and unsafe conduct in RCMP workplaces, which has persisted
for too long.
Yours sincerely,

Hon. Pamela Kirkpatrick
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Executive Summary
In November 2017, Cheryl Tiller, Mary-Ellen Copland, and Dayna Roach commenced a class
action against Canada (“Tiller”), alleging that the RCMP had failed to take reasonable measures
to ensure that members of the class (women working in RCMP-controlled workplaces or under
RCMP supervision, who were not themselves RCMP members or direct employees of the
RCMP) could work in an environment free of gender- and sexual orientation–based harassment
and discrimination. In June 2019, the parties entered into a final settlement agreement (the
“Settlement Agreement”) to resolve the claims of Primary Class Members as defined in that
agreement. The Federal Court approved the Settlement Agreement in March 2020.
Our role as Assessors was to review, evaluate, and decide whether claims were eligible for
compensation and, if eligible, the appropriate level of compensation as set out in the Settlement
Agreement. Of the 615 claims made, 562 were assigned to the Office of the Assessors and all
have now been determined. In accordance with the Settlement Agreement, we have drafted
this report to “provide an overview of the Assessors’ observations and recommendations
stemming from [their] work in assessing Claims.”
Based on the compelling accounts of hundreds of women, we are convinced that the RCMP
requires meaningful and timely change. Claimants experienced systemic gender- and sexual
orientation–based harassment throughout the class period from 1974 to 2019. It has impacted
claimants, and their families as Secondary Class Members, in ways that cannot be measured by
settlement monies alone.
This is the second report in a year and a half to result from class actions against the RCMP for
gender‑ and sexual orientation–based harassment. In November 2020, the Honourable Michel
Bastarache released his report (the “Merlo Report”) on the implementation of the settlement
agreement in Merlo v. Canada. That case focused on the harassment of and discrimination
against female RCMP members and employees, and the report recounts much of the same
conduct experienced by the Tiller claimants. We generally support the recommendations made
in the Merlo Report, and have included our own recommendations that relate directly to what
we heard from the Tiller claimants.
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Process
Although the potential class list compiled by Canada included over 42,000 names, there were
only 615 claims made in response to the Tiller Settlement Agreement. Factors contributing to
the low number of claims may include the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, fear of retribution,
and an RCMP culture that derided reporting, including through litigation and settlements like
this, and discouraged potential claimants from coming forward.
Of the 615 claims, 53 were closed at the outset because they were incomplete, duplicates, or
withdrawn. The remaining 562 were assigned to the Office of the Assessors. Due to pandemic
precautions, all work of the Office of the Assessors was conducted remotely, and claimant
interviews proceeded via video conference or telephone. There were three focal issues when
assessing claims: Was the claimant a Primary Class Member? If so, did the claim establish
harassment as defined in the Settlement Agreement? And if so, what was the level of harm
experienced and the consequent compensation?
The definition of Primary Class Members presented numerous interpretive challenges,
resulting in many obstacles and delays in resolving claims. Chief among these challenges
was the overlap with Merlo and the requirement to determine whether a claimant had been
a class member in that action and whether she was therefore excluded as such from Tiller.
Once a claimant was verified as a Primary Class Member, the onus was on them to show on a
balance of probabilities that they had experienced harassment as defined by the Settlement
Agreement. Claimant interviews provided the Assessors with an opportunity to assess
allegations in a non-adversarial manner. Issues of eligibility, credibility, and causation were
identified and addressed when they arose.
Of the 562 claims assigned to the Assessors, 145 (26 percent) were denied. The most common
reason for denying a claim was a failure to meet at least one of the criteria for harassment as
defined in the Agreement. Eighty-three claims were denied for this reason.
If the claim established harassment as defined in the Agreement, the Assessor determined the
appropriate level of compensation within a framework of six levels of injury, rising from minimal
to severe, with associated levels of compensation. Claims that consisted of multiple incidents
were assessed on a global basis. There were claims assessed at each of the six levels. A total
of $20,109,500 was awarded in compensation under the Settlement Agreement. Of this
amount, $18,562,476 was distributed to 417 Primary Class Members and 79 Secondary Class
Members, after deductions for class counsel fees of $1,547,024 (including sales tax).
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Observations
The culture within RCMP workplaces tolerated misogyny, homophobia, and a range of
other prejudices and deeply objectionable misconduct within its ranks and leadership.
There was no typical profile in the claimants’ RCMP careers or volunteer roles. They exhibited
significant variation in the duration, locations, and descriptions of their work. Many performed
critical duties in RCMP detachments, such as clerical and administrative work, 911 communications,
and custodial duties. Some were students interested in police careers. Others worked or volunteered
in community service organizations such as victim services. Some were skilled experts in areas such
as administration, finance, information systems, and forensic science. Despite their disparate profiles,
the 417 claimants who received compensation were united by the harassment each experienced
in the RCMP workplace—across every decade of the class period and arising from workplaces in
every province and territory.
In the hierarchical and patriarchal culture of the RCMP, the Tiller claimants were routinely treated
as the “lowest of the low” and looked on as “less than” uniformed members. They were routinely
subjected to an array of highly inappropriate conduct that can never be condoned, including vulgar
comments and taunts about their bodies, sexualized comments about their apparel, unwanted
touching, inappropriate access and use of their personal information, and slurs targeting their race,
ethnic origin, Indigenous identity, sexual orientation, or disability.
The all-too-common attitude was that women were in the workplace for the sexual amusement
and gratification of male members. Pornography was a regular feature of harassment. The level
of violence and incidents of sexual assault that were reported in many claims were shocking,
and the number of sexual assaults that occurred on RCMP premises raises concerns about
workplace safety and security.
The gender and sexual harassment had multiple and often cascading negative impacts on the
claimants—on their self-worth and self-confidence, their health and well‑being, their careers,
finances, families, and personal relationships. The claimants expressed ingrained mistrust of and
betrayal by the RCMP. They experienced high levels of stress and anxiety, which often resulted in
negative impacts on their families. There were no or inadequate resources to assist claimants to
deal with their pain.
There were also negative impacts on the RCMP as an institution: it experienced immeasurable
organizational losses, including loss of skilled and experienced workers, decreased productivity,
absenteeism, and lowered morale.
There were significant deterrents to reporting or avoiding the harassment: fear of retribution or
potential financial repercussions, a power imbalance rooted in the RCMP hierarchy, the treatment
of sexual harassment policies as a joke, a failure to impose consequences on perpetrators, and the
absence of a clear route for complaints all discouraged claimants from reporting the harassment.
3

Recommendations
Our recommendations are aimed at the most prevalent issues and themes we heard through
our assessment of the claims in the Tiller process: systemic barriers, reporting, mental health
supports, training and education, and workplace safety and security. The recommendations
that follow are in keeping with our specific mandate under the Settlement Agreement. We are
confident that our recommendations, if followed, will contribute to the required changes we
have identified. However, they cannot, on their own, address the full extent of the cultural change
required at the RCMP.

We make the following recommendations to the RCMP:
1. Acknowledge, examine, identify, and rectify the systemic barriers that perpetuate and
prolong the unreported and unaddressed harassment of women in RCMP workplaces.
2. Establish an effective, independent, and external process for receiving and investigating
complaints of harassment committed by RCMP members and employees.
3. Initiate and design a coordinated complaints process between the RCMP and
those third parties with employees, contractors, or volunteers actively engaged with
the RCMP. The expansion of the Independent Centre for Harassment Resolution’s
mandate to include those reflected in this class action should be considered.
4. When designing the coordinated complaints procedure, include the position of a
dedicated complaints facilitator, to provide potential complainants with guidance in
matters prior to engaging in the complaints process and during the process itself.
5. Ensure that drug and alcohol awareness programs are in place across the RCMP
and are available to all who work alongside the RCMP.
6. Provide enhanced training and education across the organization for an integrated,
respectful, and accountable workplace.
7. Conduct a review of workplace security in order to ensure the safety and security of
women in RCMP workplaces.
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Introduction
On November 2, 2017, Cheryl Tiller, Mary-Ellen Copland, and Dayna Roach commenced a
class action against Canada, alleging gender‑ and sexual orientation–based harassment
and discrimination in the workplace by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (“Tiller”).
The claim was described as follows by the Federal Court (2020 FC 321):
[9] This action was commenced November 2, 2017. The Plaintiffs allege that the
RCMP was negligent and in breach of s 15 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada
Act 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c 11, in failing to take reasonable measures to ensure that
“Primary Class Members” could work in an environment free of gender and sexual
orientation based harassment and discrimination. The Plaintiffs further allege
that the Defendant Crown is liable for the action of individuals who worked for
the RCMP and were at all material times Crown servants pursuant to the Crown
Liability and Proceedings Act, RSC 1985, c C-50. The Plaintiffs claim that this
conduct caused them psychological and physical injuries.
Following discussions, the parties entered into a final settlement agreement dated June 21, 2019
(the “Settlement Agreement”), to resolve the claims of Primary Class Members as defined in
that agreement. 1 As will be seen, the definition of Primary Class Members presented numerous
interpretive challenges, resulting in many obstacles and delays in resolving claims.
On March 10, 2020, the Federal Court approved the Settlement Agreement. In accordance
with the Settlement Agreement, the Federal Court approved the appointment of Deloitte LLP
as Administrator of the assessment process and approved the appointment of the Honourable
Louise Otis, the Honourable Pamela Kirkpatrick, and the Honourable Kathryn Neilson, all retired
judges, as Assessors. The Assessors’ role was to review, evaluate, and decide whether claims
were eligible for compensation and, if eligible, the appropriate level of compensation as set out
in the Settlement Agreement.2
The claims process set out in the Settlement Agreement is unlike a typical civil proceeding.
It is confidential and non-confrontational. Those individuals who are said to have harassed
claimants are not notified that a claim has been made in this process in connection with
their misconduct; neither they nor their employer (on their behalf) participates in the claims
assessment process. These individuals risk and face no sanctions or other consequences
being imposed on them as a result of this process.

1 Attached to this report is an Appendix containing the Settlement Approval Order (2020 FC 320) dated March 10, 2020, approving the June 21, 2019,
Settlement Agreement (attached to the Settlement Approval Order as Schedule A) and a Supplemental Agreement dated October 1, 2019 (attached to the
Settlement Approval Order as Schedule B).
2

Tiller v. Canada, 2020 FC 320 (order approving settlement) and 2020 FC 321 (reasons for order).
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The advantage of the claims assessment process under the Settlement Agreement is to allow
claimants to have their claims decided in a fair, efficient, and private manner.
In mid-March 2021, the Honourable Louise Otis resigned as an Assessor and undertook
a mandate with the United Nations. On May 6, 2021, the Honourable Susan Lang and the
Honourable Deborah Gass, also retired judges, were appointed as additional Assessors.3
The Office of the Assessors was very fortunate to have the assistance of several experienced
and talented legal counsel (who were referred to in the Settlement Agreement as “law clerks”):
Sarah Hudson, Teresa Carluccio, Meagan Lang, and Lindsay Aagaard. In addition, three
capable administrative assistants kept the flow of claims and decisions moving efficiently:
Leslie Blazecka, Susan McEvoy, and Christine Dallaire.
The Tiller class action followed on the action in Merlo v. Canada4 (“Merlo”) and has many
parallels with it. The Merlo class action was primarily concerned with harassment of and
discrimination against female RCMP members.5 Like Merlo, the claim in Tiller and the resulting
Settlement Agreement addressed (mis)conduct in RCMP-controlled workplaces, but the
focus in Tiller was on a large group of women6 who were not part of the Merlo class: non-RCMP
personnel and employees, or volunteers engaged with the RCMP.
The RCMP is a large and complex organization. It is unique among departments and agencies
in the Federal Public Service in that it uses a variety of personnel in order to fulfill its mandate as
a national police service—many of whom are not RCMP members or RCMP employees.7
For example, as part of community policing, the RCMP actively engages with volunteer and
non-profit organizations, such as victim services organizations and crime prevention programs.
To provide security services at many of its buildings, the RCMP regularly
enters into contracts with the Corps of Commissionaires. A final and
The Tiller claimants
familiar example is the RCMP’s agreements with various provinces or
worked in RCMPmunicipalities to provide police services. Under these arrangements, the
controlled workplaces
relevant municipalities provide all necessary municipal staff, including
and were often
administrative support, dispatch operators, stenographers, guards, and
supervised by RCMP
maintenance. These municipal employees are often supervised by RCMP
members, but most
members and work in RCMP-controlled workplaces, but the RCMP is
were not directly
not their employer.8
employed by the RCMP.
3

2021 FC 403.

4

2017 FC 533.

5 Members of the RCMP are appointed pursuant to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. R-10. The term “member” includes Regular
Members, Civilian Members, and Special Constable Members (Royal Canadian Mounted Police Regulations, 2014, SOR 2014-281). Regular Members are
appointed to a rank and are primarily responsible for carrying out the RCMP’s policing duties.
6 We use the word “women” in this report to refer to all women regardless of their assigned sex at birth. The language of the Settlement Agreement
describes class members as those who are “female or publicly identify as female.”
7 Affidavit of Pierre Lebrun, sworn March 13, 2019, in Greenwood v. Canada, Federal Court file no. T-1201-18 (“Lebrun affidavit”). The Lebrun affidavit provides
an overview of the organizational structure, hierarchy, and work of the RCMP.
8

Lebrun affidavit.
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The Honourable Michel Bastarache was both the administrator and lead assessor in Merlo.
In November 2020, he issued a comprehensive final report on the implementation of that
settlement agreement, entitled “Broken Dreams, Broken Lives: The Devastating Effects of
Sexual Harassment on Women in the RCMP” (the “Merlo Report”).9 His report sets out his
observations arising from his review of the 3,086 claims filed in that settlement and recounts
much of the same conduct experienced by the claimants in the Tiller claims process. We
encourage the reader of our report to read the Merlo Report in order to understand the full
extent of the issues.
We are indebted to the members of the Merlo assessment team who generously shared with
us the obstacles they encountered and overcame, the procedures they developed, and the
recommendations they made. Through their generosity we were able to develop procedures
such as Assessment Reports for each claim, standardized correspondence with counsel and
claimants, and mechanisms for ensuring confidential interviews with claimants.
We were fortunate to have a lengthy training session with lead counsel for the Office of
the Independent Assessor in the Merlo settlement process. This was exceptionally helpful
in highlighting the many issues, both substantive and procedural, that we could expect to
encounter in our assessments.
In Tiller, the Office of the Assessors was constituted in the summer of 2020, which
coincided with the implementation date of the Settlement Agreement: July 16, 2020. In total,
the Administrator received 615 claims, 53 of which were closed by the Administrator because
they were incomplete, duplicates, or withdrawn. The remaining 562 claims were assigned to the
Office of the Assessors and assessed. A total of $20,109,500 was awarded in compensation
under the Settlement Agreement. Of this amount, $18,562,476 was distributed to 417 Primary
Class Members and 79 Secondary Class Members, after deductions for class
counsel fees of $1,547,024 (including sales tax).
All claims have now been determined. In accordance with the Settlement Agreement, the
Assessors’ duties include drafting a report “that will provide an overview of the Assessors’
observations and recommendations stemming from [their] work in assessing Claims.”10
This is that report.

9
10

https://www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/en/final-report-implementation-merlo-davidson-settlement-agreement.
Settlement Agreement, article 6.04(1)(c).
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Part 1: The Claims
Assessment Process
I. General Observations
(A) Fewer claimants than expected:
COVID-19 and other factors
As noted, the Federal Court approved the settlement in Tiller on March 10, 2020. Days later,
the world was plunged into a pandemic, which persisted throughout the assessment process.
The initial impact of this on the Tiller claims process was the delayed implementation of the
Settlement Agreement until July 16, 2020, after extensions were granted due to pandemic
circumstances affecting Court operations.11 In practical terms, this also delayed
the commencement of reviewing and deciding claims.
Under the terms of the Settlement Agreement, claimants had six months, until January 12, 2021,
to submit their claims. The plaintiffs applied for an order granting an extension of time due to the
exceptional circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic. Canada consented to this extension
request. On January 6, 2021, the Federal Court granted an extension to April 22, 2021, for any
Primary Class Member who had, on or before January 12, 2021, informed class counsel or the
Assessor that she intended to file a claim for compensation under the Settlement Agreement
(“the Deemed Exceptional Circumstances Order”).12
The Administrator and class counsel provided lists to the Office of the Assessors with the
names of 447 individuals who met the terms of the Deemed Exceptional Circumstances Order
and could file a late claim without needing to apply for an extension. For those who missed the
claim deadline and who were not subject to the Deemed Exceptional Circumstances Order,
the Settlement Agreement allowed for applications for an extension of time. These were also
due, along with a completed claim form and all supporting documents, by April 22, 2021.13
The claimant was required to demonstrate that exceptional circumstances had prevented her
from submitting her claim by the January 12, 2021, deadline. An Assessor decided whether to
grant the request for deadline extension.
Despite the Deemed Exceptional Circumstances Order and the opportunity for any claimant
to make an application for an extension of time up until April 22, 2021, the total number of
claims in the Tiller process was far below the estimates of the parties and represented a small
11

2020 FC 845 (order re implementation date).

12

2021 FC 25.

13

Settlement Agreement, article 7.05(2).
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73

23

01

Number of claims submitted
by class counsel and individual
claimants after the January 12, 2021,
deadline pursuant to the Deemed
Exceptional Circumstances Order

Number of extension requests
received from claimants who
did not meet the requirements
of the Deemed Exceptional
Circumstances Order

Number of late claim forms
without an extension request/
incomplete extension
request (inadmissible)

percentage of potential claimants. A potential class member list prepared by Canada at the
outset of the process identified over 42,000 women who had occupied positions set out in
the definition of Primary Class Members during the class period, from September 16, 1974, to
July 5, 2019. We can only surmise that the COVID-19 pandemic affected the filing of claims. It
may, as class counsel suggests,14 have impacted the efficacy of the notice program, as well
as the capacity of claimants to come forward while in the throes of adjusting to and managing
changing pandemic circumstances and attendant stresses. For example, many of those
claimants who made individual applications for extensions of time referred to the effects of
COVID-19 on their family and caregiving responsibilities, resulting in a delay in filing a claim.
Quite apart from the challenges posed by COVID-19, there were other factors that influenced
the filing of claims. Many claimants reported that they feared retribution for raising incidents of
misconduct in the workplace. They reported having witnessed the impacts on co-workers who
lodged complaints, including loss of training opportunities, stalled career advancement, and
adverse effects on their mental health. These claimants reported that they had been reluctant
to file a claim in this confidential process for fear that their involvement would be disclosed and
their lives similarly disrupted.
The Assessors heard from claimants that notices of the Merlo settlement posted in the
workplace attracted derision from members and discouragement in filing claims. More than
one claimant reported that a member jokingly suggested that if she filed a harassment
complaint naming him, they could share the proceeds of the claim. Several claimants whom
the Assessors interviewed expressed surprise at the low number of claims filed in this class
action compared to Merlo, especially in light of the pervasive misconduct they witnessed
in their workplaces.
Whatever the reasons that might explain the relatively low number of claims in this class action,
it is important to note that a feature of this Settlement Agreement is that all claims against
Canada by Tiller Primary Class Members in relation to gender- and sexual orientation–based
harassment they experienced while engaged with the RCMP have been released (except those
who opted out of the action).15

14 Meghan Grant, “$100M RCMP class-action team hears ‘horrifying’ stories of abuse and rape but claimant numbers low,” CBC News, November 18, 2020:
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/rcmp-class-action-lawsuit-non-police-women-deadline-1.5805784.
15

Settlement Agreement, article 9; see also 2020 FC 320.
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(B) Assessments conducted remotely
COVID-19 precautions required all steps in the assessment process to be done remotely,
including claimant interviews. This entailed setting up home offices and a virtual Office of the
Assessors. There were, however, unexpected benefits of working under COVID-19 restrictions.
A virtual office eliminated the need for office space and travel expenses for the Assessors and
their staff. It also meant that claimants who were interviewed were spared the stress of travelling
to their interviews and arranging time off work. They could instead be interviewed in the privacy
and comfort of a space they considered safe.

(C) Other delays and challenges
Unlike the administration of the Merlo settlement, in which the Honourable Michel Bastarache
was both the administrator and lead assessor, the Assessors in Tiller were reliant on the
Administrator, Deloitte, for developing the processes by which the claims would be received,
reviewed for completeness, and finalized by payment or notification of the denial of the claim.
It was not until after the Assessors were retained that it became clear that there were multiple
unexpected challenges to overcome before the assessment of claims could begin. These
included staffing the Office of the Assessors, setting up internal procedures to ensure the
proper and confidential assessment of the claims, and acquiring computers and training on
software provided by Deloitte.
An overarching theme of the Settlement Agreement is the confidentiality of the process.16
As we have noted, claimants whose experience with the RCMP taught them to anticipate
retribution needed to be assured that their claim could be made in confidence. Accordingly,
it was critical that relevant, sensitive documents could be delivered in a secure manner.
When it was discovered that the Administrator’s software closed its secure online portal
sixty days after the filing of a claim, it became necessary to set up a secure ShareFile system
for counsel for represented claimants to continue to deliver documents to the Office of the
Assessors. Self-represented claimants were asked to submit supplemental documents
through the Administrator by mail (registered or otherwise), fax, or email. Claimants were
advised to choose a delivery method appropriate for the sensitivity of the information in the
documents. More than half of all claimants were self-represented. The Office of the Assessors
was assiduous in maintaining, to the best of its ability, the confidentiality of the claimants, their
identities, and their stories.

16

Settlement Agreement, article 12.01.
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II. Assessment of Claims by the Office
of the Assessors
(A) Overview of the process
Each claimant was required to complete a thirty-five-page claim form that recorded information
relevant to her claim, including personal details and a description of the objectionable conduct
and its impact. Claimants were required to include supporting documents that assisted in
verifying their work history and connection with the RCMP and the nature and effect of the
harassment they experienced. Each claimant signed a declaration at the end of the claim
form and accepted that by doing so she effectively stated its contents to be made under
oath or affirmation.
The claimants sent their claim forms and other documents to the Administrator, who then
uploaded claims packages to a claims management platform, which the assessment
team accessed remotely.
A gratifying aspect of the development and operation of the Office of the Assessors was
the collegiality of its members. We met every two weeks to discuss administrative issues,
problematic claims, and issues concerning eligibility. This served to identify common
approaches to the issues and ensure consistency in the assessment process. The entire
team was available to meet at other times whenever it was necessary.
The first fifteen claims became available for review by Assessors and law clerks in September
2020, and the assessment process began in earnest in November 2020. Claims were assigned
to an Assessor and law clerk pair, who conducted independent reviews of the claims for
eligibility and the presence and degree of harassment. The law clerks developed a template
for a comprehensive Assessment Report that was used in each claim to record the facts
required to establish entitlement to compensation. Discussion between Assessor and law clerk
followed to identify the steps necessary to complete the Assessment Report and permit the
Assessor to proceed to assessment. In many claims, this included scheduling and holding an
interview with the claimant. Final decisions were conveyed to claimants by standardized letters
from the Assessors.

11

The Settlement Agreement required the Assessors to determine three focal issues
when evaluating claims:
1. Whether a claimant was a Primary Class Member and therefore eligible
to participate in the Tiller assessment process.
2. Whether, if eligible, the claim established harassment as defined in the
Settlement Agreement (“Defined Harassment”17).
3. If Defined Harassment was established, the third issue was the level of
harm experienced and the consequent compensation.
While these issues were considered in a non-adversarial context, the claimants bore the burden
of proving eligibility and establishing on a balance of probabilities that the alleged incidents
occurred, that they occurred in connection with the workplace, and that the impact rose to the
level of compensability set out in the Settlement Agreement.

(B) Verifying eligibility as a Primary Class Member
In its reasons for the Settlement Approval Order,18 the Federal Court identified the definition of
the Class as a key provision of the Tiller Settlement Agreement:
[15] One of the most critical aspects of the Settlement Agreement and of the
Certification Order was the Class, particularly the definition of “Primary Class
Members”. Apart from the exclusions such as the class in Merlo-Davidson
being RCMP members, the intent was to capture a large group of people not
captured in the exclusion. The genesis of this litigation was the realization that
female non-RCMP personnel and others engaged with the RCMP and who
experienced the same type of abuse and discrimination as the serving RCMP
members, were not covered by the Merlo-Davidson case.
…
[17] It was essential that there be a significant and meaningful connection with
the RCMP. With input from the Court, the parties described that connection
not only in terms of supervision and management but also in terms of
circumstances where the RCMP was exercising control over the relevant
personnel—paid employees or volunteers.

17

Infra note 39; “Harassment” in Settlement Agreement.

18

2020 FC 321.
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[18] The broad definition of the Primary Class is meant to describe
the large group of women who have worked or volunteered with or
under the RCMP in varying capacities but who were not included in
the Merlo-Davidson settlement.
The Settlement Agreement defined Primary Class Members as follows:
“Primary Class Members” means all current and former living Municipal
Employees, Regional District Employees, employees of non-profit
organizations, volunteers, Commissionaires, Supernumerary Special
Constables, consultants, contractors, public service employees, students,
members of integrated policing units and persons from outside agencies
and police forces who are female or publicly identify as female and who
were supervised or managed by the RCMP or who worked in an RCMP
controlled workplace during the Class Period, excluding individuals who are
primary class members in Merlo and Davidson v. Her Majesty the Queen,
Federal Court Action Number T-1685-16 and class members in Ross,
Roy, and Satalic v. Her Majesty the Queen, Federal Court Action Number
T-370-17 or Association des membres de la police montée du Québec inc.,
Gaétan Delisle, Dupuis, Paul, Lachance, Marc v. HMTQ, Quebec Superior
Court Number 500-06-000820-163.19
This definition covers a broad range of personnel with multiple occupations and employers.
Such an expansive definition invites a summary description of the class as, for example,
“non-policing” or “non-uniformed” or “civilian” employees, personnel, or volunteers. But, in
our experience, these summary form labels are best resisted, as they risk oversimplifying the
constituents of both the Merlo and Tiller classes, and the distinctions between them.
The broad definition of Primary Class Members in Tiller presented challenges and complexities
for the claims assessment process, specifically with respect to verifying claimant eligibility.
(i) Administrator’s preliminary review
Class membership was a live concern for both the Administrator and Assessors in the claims
process. The Settlement Agreement contemplated that the Administrator would, in the course
of receiving claims and preparing them for the Assessors’ review, conduct a preliminary review
of class membership. This review was based on the claim form and supporting documentation,
the class list provided by Canada, and any other information the Administrator sought, keeping
in mind the importance of claimant confidentiality.20

19

Settlement Agreement, Article 1.01.

20

Settlement Agreement, Schedule B, para. 22.
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Based on this review, the Administrator was to make a preliminary recommendation as to
whether a claimant was a class member.21 In practice, the Administrator ultimately left
the determination of eligibility of claims to the Office of the Assessors.
The class list provided by Canada had limitations. The parties recognized that Canada had
limited information about the Primary Class Members who were not employees of the RCMP.
Also, the class list was generated from the RCMP’s digitized Human Resources Management
Information System (HRMIS), which has only been in use since 1998. The class period in Tiller
began in 1974. The Settlement Agreement explicitly acknowledged the list’s limitations:
a. Historical records may not be complete, particularly prior to 1998.
Persons who are Primary Class Members may not be included on the List.
b. Individuals may have left the RCMP well before the departure date
indicated by the date range provided in the List.22
Consequently, a significant number of claims in which compensation was awarded (220)
were from claimants who did not appear on the class list, despite its 42,120 entries.
(ii) Assessor’s duty to verify class membership
The Settlement Agreement provided that before assessing the substance of a claim and
determining whether a claimant had experienced harassment as defined in the Agreement and
was therefore entitled to compensation, the Assessor must be satisfied that the claimant was a
Primary Class Member.23
There were many challenges in determining eligibility for a particular claimant. Claimants
often, and often understandably, had insufficient documentation to support their claim. The
legal staff of the Office of the Assessors worked diligently and assiduously to ensure the
proper determination of this critical issue of eligibility, so that every eligible claim would be
fully considered and ineligible claims would be denied. The Assessors are indebted to our
staff for their commitment to this gatekeeping task, which was far from straightforward in a
great many claims.

21

Settlement Agreement, Schedule B, para. 23.

22 Settlement Agreement, Schedule B, Appendix 3.
23 Settlement Agreement, Schedule B, para. 30.
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Prior to moving a claim forward for assessment, the Office of the Assessors started by verifying
that a claimant satisfied the following elements of the definition of Primary Class Members:
• living,

• Contractors

• female or publicly identified as female,

• Public service employees

• supervised or managed by the RCMP
or worked in an RCMP-controlled
workplace during the class period,

• Students
• Members of integrated policing units
• Persons from outside agencies
and police forces

• former or current work,24
• Municipal employees

• was not a primary class member in any of
these previously initiated class actions:

• Regional district employees

• Merlo

• Employees
of non-profit organizations

• Ross, Roy, and Satalic v. Her Majesty
the Queen (“Ross”)25

• Volunteers

• Association des membres de la police
montée du Québec inc., Gaétan
Delisle, Dupuis, Paul, Lachance, Marc
v. HMTQ (“AMPMQ”).26

• Commissionaires
• Supernumerary Special Constables
• Consultants

Some of these elements were more easily ascertained than others. The question of a claimant’s
work history required the most detailed attention and a high degree of care given the Assessor’s
duty to verify class membership.
Under the terms of the Settlement Agreement, the onus was on the claimant to prove class
membership.27 The Settlement Agreement also provided as follows:
31. The Assessor will take any additional necessary steps to verify that a
Claimant is a Primary Class Member, keeping in mind the importance of
maintaining the Class Members’ confidentiality to the extent possible.
32. Where the Assessor has doubt that the Claimant is a Primary Class
Member, he or she may request additional evidence of Class Membership
from the Claimant or third parties sufficient to satisfy the Assessor.
33. If the Assessor cannot verify that the Claimant is a Primary Class Member,
he or she shall deny the Claim and shall so notify the Claimant.

24 Under the Settlement Agreement, article 1.01, Definitions, “Work” includes activities carried out by volunteers.
25 Federal Court Action no. T-370-17.
26

Québec Superior Court no. 500-06-000820-163.

27

Settlement Agreement, Schedule B: Claims Process, para. 21.
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The Office of the Assessors frequently made requests for additional documentation to
claimants directly, or through counsel if the claimant was represented, always keeping in mind
the overarching objective of the Settlement Agreement:
The objective of the Claims Process is to provide just compensation for
meritorious Claims in a process that is both sensitive to and supportive of
Primary Class Members in bringing issues forward and at the same time
ensures that Claims are properly, fairly and expeditiously assessed on the
basis of adequate and sufficient validation which is proportionate to the
severity of the injuries alleged.28
No claim was denied solely due to the inability to verify whether the claimant was a Primary
Class Member.
(iii) The exclusions
A preliminary issue in verifying class membership was whether any of the exclusions in the
definition of Primary Class Members applied. Individuals were excluded if they were primary
class members in any of three other class actions: Merlo, Ross, and AMPMQ. This required the
Office of the Assessors to have a detailed understanding of the class of potential claimants
in each of those other class actions, and a sound understanding of what determined class
membership for the purposes of the exclusion in Tiller.29 Ultimately, these exclusions functioned
as a guard against double compensation.
The application of these exclusions was a critical part of the eligibility analysis; in particular, the
Merlo exclusion arose frequently. This was so for two reasons. First, the definitions of “Primary
Class Members” in both the Merlo Settlement Agreement and the Tiller Settlement Agreement
included public service employees. The Merlo Settlement Agreement formally defined Public
Service Employees as those
who are appointed by the Commissioner of the RCMP under the delegated
authority of the Public Service Commission pursuant to the Public Service
Employment Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. P-32; amended S.C. 2003, c. 22, ss. 12, 13... who
worked within the RCMP during the Class Period, who experienced and/or
continue to experience gender and/or sexual orientation based harassment
and discrimination while working in the RCMP during the Class Period, and
who have not opted out or are not deemed to have opted out of the Class
Action on or before the expiry of the Opt Out Period.30

28 Settlement Agreement, article 7.01.
29 The class list included a notation if a claimant appeared on the potential class list in either the Merlo or the AMPMQ class actions. There was no similar
information on the class list for the Ross action.
30

Merlo Report, p. 114. The Merlo Settlement Agreement is Appendix 1 to the Merlo Report.
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Second, a significant number of claimants had a “hybrid” work history—situations in which the
claimant’s employment history corresponded with both the Merlo and Tiller classes. A hybrid
work history could be either successive or concurrent. To illustrate using fictitious examples:
A claimant who worked in an RCMP detachment as a municipal employee from 1990 to 1995
and then joined the RCMP as a Civilian Member in 1996 would have a successive hybrid work
history. And a claimant who worked in an RCMP detachment as a municipal employee from
1990 to 1995 and joined the RCMP as an Auxiliary Constable over the same period would have
a concurrent hybrid work history.
Through the release of the Merlo Report in November 2020, the Assessors became aware
that claimants with a hybrid work history who participated in the Merlo settlement were
assessed in that process only for incidents that occurred while they were engaged as Merlo
Primary Class Members. Their Tiller-related incidents were not assessed. This was explained in
the Merlo Report:
[T]he claimant had to be a current or former employee of the RCMP as
defined in the Settlement Agreement. This definition excluded municipal
employees, volunteers and contractors, as well as members of other police
forces embedded in the RCMP who were not considered RCMP employees.
I denied some claims on the basis that the claimant was not a current or
former employee of the RCMP at the time of the incidents, as required by the
definition of a Primary Class Member. Incidents that occurred while a claimant
was not a Primary Class Member were not taken into consideration in fixing
the compensation level…31 [Underlining added.]
The Assessors discovered early in the assessment process that critical sections of the
Settlement Agreement were challenging to interpret. In particular, the Assessors encountered
difficulties in applying the Merlo exclusion and raised this issue in a memorandum to the parties
in November 2020. Essentially, lack of specificity in the wording of the Settlement Agreement
made a deceptively simple question (What does it mean to be a “primary class member” in
another action?) extremely difficult to answer.
Realizing that the issue of eligibility would loom large in the assessment process, the Assessors
specifically raised the eligibility of both claimants who had worked as public service employees
and claimants who had a hybrid work history.

31

Merlo Report, p. 25.
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In response to the Assessors’ memo, counsel for the parties, in a joint submission, addressed
the effect of a hybrid work history on a claimant’s eligibility under Tiller:
Such individuals would be excluded from Tiller if they suffered harassment
while an RCMP member and were compensated in the Merlo settlement.
This can be relatively easily determined by obtaining a consent from the
claimant to have the RCMP designated contact check to see if they received
compensation in Merlo. If they did not, the individual would not be excluded
from Tiller, but should only be compensated for events that occurred while
they were a Tiller class member.32
The parties further acknowledged there were technicalities and complications in deciphering
whether a public service employee belonged under Merlo or Tiller. They proposed the
following approach:
[I]f a claimant can establish to the Assessors’ satisfaction that they were
employed by the Federal Crown, worked in an RCMP workplace and were not
compensated in Merlo, then they are eligible as a public service employee in
the Tiller class definition and their entire career as a public service employee
can be taken into consideration. As with other potential Merlo class members,
for those cases where the harassment occurred during a time period covered
by the Merlo settlement, claimants should be asked to provide consent for the
RCMP designated contact to check that they did not receive compensation
in Merlo. If they did, they are excluded.
This agreed interpretation allowed an expansive reading of “public service employee” in the
Tiller Primary Class Member definition and substantial overlap between the Merlo and Tiller
classes for this category of employee. This had a direct impact on the eligibility of many claims
filed in the Tiller claims process: more than one-third of claimants identified as having a work
history in the public service.
It also meant that any claimant in Tiller who claimed as a public service employee or who had
a hybrid work history was required to demonstrate that she was not awarded compensation in
Merlo. A special consent form, “Authorization and Direction to Release Information,” was drafted
and agreed upon by counsel specifically for this check.33 The claimant’s consent authorized
an RCMP representative who was assigned for this purpose (the Director General Corporate
Accounting, Policy and Control; the Director of Internal Control; or the Senior Financial Manager
of Internal Control) to access the list of names of individuals who were awarded compensation
in the Merlo settlement and disclose to the Office of the Assessors whether the claimant

32 Email from counsel for Canada to class counsel, the Office of the Assessors, and the Administrator, dated December 3, 2020.
33 This consent form was also used when a claimant’s entry on the class list included the comment “Yes” under the Merlo column, even though the
claimant’s work history did not provide an obvious explanation for that notation. This happened in a few isolated instances.
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was awarded compensation under that settlement. These confidential Merlo compensation
checks were run on a weekly basis. In total, the Office of the Assessors submitted 274 of
these consent forms.
If a claimant disclosed the fact of compensation in the Merlo process or the compensation
check was affirmative, the claim was denied. The fact of compensation—at any level—in Merlo
determined the claimant’s class membership in Merlo and therefore excluded the claimant
from the definition of Primary Class Member in Tiller. In total, eight claims were denied because
a claimant was awarded compensation in Merlo. Even though some of these claimants raised
significant claims related to their Tiller work history, they could not be assessed. The Office of
the Assessors directed such claimants to class counsel for information or advice.
If a claimant with a hybrid work history had not received compensation in Merlo, then her claim
was assessed, but only on the basis of those incidents that occurred while she was a Tiller
Primary Class Member. How this worked in practice can be illustrated using the same fictitious
examples as above:

A claimant who worked in an
RCMP detachment as a municipal
employee from 1990 to 1995
and then joined the RCMP as a
Civilian Member in 1996 would
have a successive hybrid work
history. She would require a Merlo
compensation check. Incidents
that occurred between 1990 and
1995 were compensable in Tiller
provided the claimant did not
receive any compensation at all
in the Merlo settlement. Incidents
that occurred after the claimant
became a Civilian Member in 1996
were not compensable under the
Tiller Settlement Agreement.

A claimant who worked in an
RCMP detachment as a municipal
employee from 1990 to 1995 and
joined the RCMP as an Auxiliary
Constable over the same period
would have a concurrent hybrid
work history. Her involvement as an
Auxiliary Constable would require
a Merlo compensation check.
Incidents that occurred while
performing municipal employee
duties were compensable in Tiller
if no compensation at all was
awarded to the claimant under the
Merlo settlement. Incidents that
occurred while performing duties
as an Auxiliary Constable were not
compensable under Tiller.
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The Merlo compensation checks confirmed only claims in which compensation was awarded.
It must be noted that the Merlo exclusion did not completely guard against double adjudication
of claims by public service employees or those with hybrid work histories, because the Office
of the Assessors had no way of knowing about claims that were denied compensation in
Merlo. Because only Merlo claimants who were awarded compensation were disclosed, it was
possible for a claimant whose claim was denied in Merlo to apply in Tiller, be found eligible
as a Tiller Primary Class Member, and have her claim evaluated by an Assessor in Tiller.
(iv) The Plaintiffs’ motion to approve a protocol for Auxiliary Constables
Auxiliary Constables are specially trained volunteers who work in tandem with RCMP
personnel and may participate in activities such as public safety education, crime prevention
initiatives, traffic control, and general duty operational patrols with RCMP members.34 Auxiliary
Constables were members of the primary class in Merlo. That settlement agreement included
the following wording:
For the purposes of this Agreement only
“Regular Members” includes… Auxiliary Constables.
They were, therefore, excluded from Tiller. Claims for incidents and injuries that occurred while a
claimant worked as an Auxiliary Constable were not eligible for assessment.
In June 2021, the plaintiffs filed a motion to approve a protocol for Auxiliary Constables and
insert them as members of the Tiller primary class. The lever for this motion was the category
of “volunteer” in the definition of the Tiller primary class, which, the plaintiffs submitted, could
encompass Auxiliary Constables and create confusion about their eligibility. In reasons and
an order dated January 7, 2022, the Federal Court observed that Auxiliary Constables were
specifically included in Merlo, and individuals who were members of Merlo were expressly
excluded from Tiller. The Federal Court declined to amend the Settlement Agreement to admit
Auxiliary Constables.35 Beginning in June 2021, the Office of the Assessors held all claims
potentially impacted by the plaintiffs’ motion and rendered decisions in those claims in February
2022, following the order of the Federal Court.
(v) Work history
In the course of the claims process, the Assessors learned that employment or volunteer
records could vary by position, by region, and by date. Several opportunities to become involved
with the RCMP were local initiatives—including many volunteer roles—which meant that there
was no standardized method of recruitment, application, or training. The significant variation in
claimants’ profiles thus prevented any streamlined verification of class membership.
34 Lebrun affidavit, supra note 7.
35 2022 FC 11.
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The Office of the Assessors paid close attention to a claimant’s work or volunteer history in
every claim. As a general observation, there were many gaps in the information provided in
the claim packages. Because the class period extended over more than forty years, many
claimants encountered real challenges in establishing the particulars of their work history with
the RCMP, including documentary support for it. Many claimants also advised that COVID-19
caused delays in response times to document requests. Many human resources personnel
were working remotely due to the pandemic and were unable to access archived employment
files. Some claimants cited privacy and confidentiality concerns to explain why they had not
requested documents from an employer.
Several resources were available to the Office of the Assessors to assist in verifying a
claimant’s eligibility:
• An information session with lead counsel for the Office of the Independent Assessor in the
Merlo settlement as to the process in that class action.
• An information session for the law clerks with RCMP legal counsel and an RCMP
representative to discuss organizational structure and particular employment categories.
• The class list. Where a claimant’s name appeared on the class list and the entry matched
the work history on the claim form, the Assessors considered class membership verified,
unless other information in the claim form raised concerns or required clarification. If a
claimant’s name did not appear on the class list or further clarification was needed, the
Office of the Assessors provided the claimant with a further opportunity to provide
evidence of class membership. The law clerks provided every reasonable assistance
of which they were aware.
• The Designated Contact.36 Under the Settlement Agreement, the Assessors were able to
request information and records from a Designated Contact (an individual with the RCMP)
via a confidential process established by the Settlement Agreement. Claimants authorized
the release of documents and information in the possession of the RCMP and third parties
in a specific consent that was filed with their claim form. The Designated Contact was
essential for verifying the eligibility of many claims. One of the categories of information and
documents specifically available to the Assessor, on request, were records to verify where
or when a claimant or relevant third party worked with the RCMP.
• A contact person in the litigation response team at Library and Archives Canada,
to whom the Office of the Assessors directed claimants and counsel.

36

Settlement Agreement, Schedule B, Appendix 10: Release of Documents and Information Held by the RCMP to the Assessor.
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Late in the mandate, the Office of the Assessors, together with counsel for the parties, became
aware of the important resources of Library and Archives Canada (LAC). Thereafter, all
claimants looking for documentation were directed to this invaluable resource. LAC holds the
personnel files of all former public servants. This encompassed many students, supernumerary
special constables, and others who were engaged by the federal public service (but not
the RCMP specifically).
(vi) Prior compensation
A claimant who had been compensated from any other source, including the Merlo settlement,
for the same injury(ies) and event(s) as claimed in Tiller could not be compensated again.
Claimants were advised not to submit a claim in such circumstances.37 As well, as part of the
claim form, claimants executed a “Certification of No Prior Compensation” whereby they
solemnly declared that they
have not resolved a civil claim, grievance or harassment complaint for
compensation for Harassment, including a claim made pursuant to a workers’
compensation scheme or a complaint to a Human Rights Commission with
respect to the same event(s) and injury(ies) for which [they are] making a
claim under this settlement.
The Office of the Assessors verified whether a claimant may have already been compensated
for the incidents described in her claim form.
The Prior Settlement List was generated by the RCMP in collaboration with the Department of
Justice. It named fifty-seven individuals who may have claimed and potentially been awarded
compensation from the RCMP in prior proceedings.38
If a claimant’s name appeared on that list, the Office of the Assessors sought information related
to prior compensation. Questions were referred to a single point of contact in the Department of
Justice Canada (the RCMP Legal Services) who provided any relevant information held by that
department. On occasion, the Office of the Assessors also made inquiries of claimants directly.
This confidential procedure was identical to the one used in the Merlo settlement.
Where a claim was previously resolved for the same events and injuries as those described in
the Tiller claim form, the Assessor denied the claim and informed the claimant of the reason
for denial. In some cases, following investigation of the circumstances, it became clear that a
claimant had discontinued an earlier action or complaint. In those circumstances, since the
matter had not been resolved, an award could be issued in Tiller.

37

Settlement Agreement, Schedule B, Appendix 1: Tiller/Copland/Roach Settlement Claim Form, p. 3.

38

2020 FC 320, Settlement Approval Order, para. 26; Settlement Agreement, Schedule B, Appendix 4: Identification of Previous Claims.
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The Prior Settlement List had limitations. For example, it did not include claims which may have
been filed against a third party without Canada’s involvement or knowledge, such as a claim
under a workers’ compensation scheme (the inclusion of which in the list of disqualifying claims
for prior compensation seemed anomalous).
Where the claimant disclosed having received compensation from a workers’ compensation
scheme, the Office of the Assessors made further inquiries of the claimant and asked her
to provide the relevant documentation to verify whether she had received compensation in
connection with the same events and injuries. If she had, the claim was denied and the claimant
was advised of the reason for denial.

(C) Findings of Defined Harassment and awarding compensation
(i) Evaluating claims of Primary Class Members
Article 1.01 of the Settlement Agreement defined Harassment as
gender and sexual orientation based improper conduct in the workplace by
any Regular Member, Special Constable, Cadet, Auxiliary Constable, Special
Constable Member, Reserve Member, Civilian Member, Public Service
Employee, Temporary Civilian Employee, working within the RCMP, male or
female, that is directed at and offensive to a Primary Class Member, including,
but not limited to, at any event or any location related to Work, and that the
individual engaging in such improper conduct knew or ought reasonably to
have known would cause offence or harm. It comprises objectionable act(s),
comment(s), or display(s) that, on the basis of gender or sexual orientation,
demean, belittle, or cause personal humiliation or embarrassment, and any
act of intimidation or threat. It also includes harassment within the meaning
of the Canadian Human Rights Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. H-6, based on sex, sexual
orientation, marital status, and family status. Harassment can be a series of
incidents but can also be one severe incident which has a lasting impact on
the individual. Harassment by members of the public is not Harassment for the
purposes of this Agreement. In this Agreement, Harassment refers collectively
to the behaviour previously described, gender and sexual orientation based
discrimination, and sexual assault, including physical assault in the course of
the conduct previously described.39
We refer to behaviour that meets the specific criteria set out above as “Defined Harassment.”

39 Settlement Agreement, Article 1.01.
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The Settlement Agreement required the Assessors to determine
a. whether, on a balance of probabilities, the alleged events occurred and, if
so, in or in relation to the workplace, and during the Class Period;
b. whether the events found to have occurred constitute Harassment within
the definition set out in the Agreement;
c. the nature and severity of harm suffered by the Claimant that was caused
or contributed to by the Harassment that is found to have occurred; and
d. the level of compensation to be awarded in accordance with
[Appendices 5 and 6] of this Schedule.40
The six incremental levels of compensation were set out in Appendices 5 and 6 to Schedule B
of the Settlement Agreement, which provided the framework that guided the level of compensation:
Level 1

Minimal Injury

$ 10,000

Level 2

Mild Injury

$ 35,000

Level 3

Low Moderate Injury

$ 70,000

Level 4

Upper Moderate Injury

$ 100,000

Level 5

Significant Injury

$ 150,000

Level 6

Severe Injury

$ 220,000

Each compensation level was further described in Appendix 5, in terms of both culpable conduct
and the effect on the claimant. As the introductory note to Appendix 5 made clear, the description of
the levels served as a guide, not a checklist:
The description of the levels in this appendix is not meant to present a list of
factors that must be found to exist in a given case when determining which
amount of compensation, if any, will be awarded. The existence or absence of any
one factor does not necessarily dictate the level at which a claim will be decided.41
While the descriptions of the compensation levels contained some inconsistencies and overlapping
indicators, they provided a general framework for consistent decision-making. Many claimants
reported multiple incidents of inappropriate conduct by several perpetrators, necessitating a global
assessment of the degree and extent of the harassment and its impact. Claims were examined and
awarded as a whole.

40

Settlement Agreement, Schedule B, paras. 37 and [45a].

41

Settlement Agreement, Schedule B, Appendix 5: Compensation Levels.
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Claims assessed at Levels 1 and 2 were determined by a review of the claim package.
A claimant assessed at Level 2, however, was entitled to apply within thirty days for
reconsideration if she could establish reasonable grounds for an interview and if she had
new information that had not been reasonably available when her claim was assessed.
This was a high threshold. Very few claimants were able to meet both elements of the test
set out in the Settlement Agreement. Twenty-one requests for reconsideration were received,
two of which were granted.
When the paper review of a claim indicated that the claim likely fell within Levels 3 to 6,
an interview was required and scheduled.42 Ninety-four claims fell into this category.
This preliminary assessment did not bind an Assessor to an award at Level 3 or above.
As noted, due to COVID-19, the ninety-four interviews were conducted by video conferencing,
except for a few occasions where claimants requested telephone interviews. A day or
two before the interview, a law clerk telephoned the claimant to answer any questions she
might have, to assure her that the interview was non-confrontational, and to ensure she was
comfortable with the process. The interviews were, with notice to the claimant, recorded for the
Assessor’s own use. This allowed the Assessors to concentrate fully on what the claimant had
to say without any distractions. All claimants were asked to confirm that they were not making a
personal recording of the interview.
The interviews were usually scheduled for one hour. These were difficult for many claimants,
who were asked to disclose intimate details of their lives during the interviews. Some claimants
were distressed by telling their story. Despite their distress and anxiety, we believe virtually
all claimants interviewed appreciated the opportunity to tell their story to an Assessor.
The interviews tended to provide valuable affirmation of the complaints and expanded the
Assessors’ appreciation of claimants’ experiences.
In the absence of inconsistent or contrary information, as in Merlo, the Assessors accepted
as truthful the information in the claim forms and supporting documents. The Assessors also
received claim forms with the expectation that the narratives they contained were complete.
Issues of eligibility, credibility, and causation were identified and addressed when they arose.
The Assessors were able to consider the following: the similarity of claimants’ accounts, the
emergence of serial harassers and notably problematic detachments, and RCMP records
related to harassment complaints, grievances, and conduct matters,43 along with the ability of
the Designated Contact to access personnel files and records to verify dates and location of
employment. As well, claimant interviews provided the Assessors with an opportunity to assess
their allegations in a non-adversarial manner.

42 Settlement Agreement, Schedule B, para. 41.
43 Settlement Agreement, Schedule B, Appendix 10: Release of Documents and Information Held by the RCMP to the Assessor.
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Breakdown of
Assessors’ Decisions

14
22

29

24

Denial (145)

Level 4 (22)

Level 1 (174)

Level 5 (14)

Level 2 (154)

Level 6 (29)

Level 3 (24)

Total=562

145

154

174

The Office of the Assessors issued 417 awards across Levels 1 to 6. One hundred and forty-five
claims, or 26 percent of those assigned to the Office of the Assessors, were denied. Claims
were denied for several reasons:
• The claimant was not a member of the primary class under the terms of the Settlement
Agreement. (This included those claimants excluded for being awarded prior
compensation in Merlo.)
• The claimant was awarded prior compensation for the same events and injuries
(outside of Merlo).
• The incidents did not occur in the class period.
• The claim form was incomplete, and despite follow up from the Administrator/
Office of the Assessors, the claimant failed to submit complete information.
• The claim was submitted late and was not accompanied by a request
for deadline extension.
• The objectionable acts failed to meet at least one of the criteria for Defined Harassment. In
many instances, there was more than one reason why the objectionable acts did not meet
the definition of Defined Harassment.
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The latter reason was the most common one for denying a claim. Eighty-three claims were
denied for this reason.

15%

of claims assessed were denied because they failed to
meet at least one of the criteria for Defined Harassment.

In several instances, the description of the offending conduct was scant and incapable of rising
to the level of probability. In some cases, the claimant described a single incident of harassment
that, while believed, did not constitute “a series of incidents [or] one severe incident which
has a lasting impact” and so failed to meet the threshold required by the definition. In others,
the harasser did not fall within one of the categories of designated perpetrators. Reports of
harassing behaviour by fellow municipal employees, Commissionaires, members of other police
forces, fellow students, or volunteers were not compensable under Tiller, which focused on the
harassing behaviour of RCMP members and employees.
A number of claimants reported significant and credible workplace harassment, but in the
absence of a gender- or sexual orientation–based element these claims had to be denied.
The Assessors were careful to distinguish generalized workplace harassment (which was not
compensable) from gender-based harassment in or in relation to the workplace (which was
compensable). The structure of the RCMP disproportionately places male members at the
top of the hierarchy. The vast majority of claimants reported experiencing harassment by men
who were in positions of authority over them. However, compensable claims required that the
improper conduct be based on gender, sex, sexual orientation, marital status, or family status,
rather than generalized harassment.
The Assessors had to deny a disturbing number of serious claims based on actions perpetrated
by RCMP members which were insufficiently connected to the RCMP workplace. Some
involved situations in which the claimant had a purely social relationship with the member.
Others related harassment that occurred at an event or location not “related to Work,” so did
not meet the criteria for Defined Harassment. It was difficult to deny these claims, as many
involved credible accounts of violent and demeaning sexual assaults by one or more members
that could form the basis of criminal charges. It serves to be reminded, however, that the limited
mandate of this settlement was payment of compensation by the RCMP for gender- or sexual
orientation–based harassment in the workplace, and not compensation for objectionable
conduct beyond the workplace.
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(ii) Claims of Secondary Class Members
Claimants who received a Level 5 or 6 award could apply for compensation for one or more
Secondary Class Members, defined as any child or spouse of a Primary Class Member.
Those applications required proof of the relationship between the claimant and the Secondary
Class Member. Upon receipt of the application, the law clerk reviewed the application for
completeness and, if necessary, contacted the claimant to provide further documentation.
The Assessor then considered the application. Seventy-nine Secondary Class Members
were awarded compensation.
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Part 2: Gender‑ and
Sexual Orientation–Based
Harassment in RCMP
Workplaces: Assessors’
Observations
Our assessment of the claims in the Tiller settlement has revealed that claimants
experienced a culture within RCMP workplaces that tolerated misogyny, homophobia,
and a range of other prejudices and deeply objectionable misconduct within its ranks
and leadership. This culture permitted gender- and sexual orientation–based harassment and
sexual assault, and persisted throughout the class period (1974–2019), despite almost thirty
years of studies and responses cited in the Merlo Report. It continued despite the efforts of
litigation to bring accountability and change—including the Merlo action and this one. It is long
past time for this culture to meaningfully change.
The Merlo Report concluded that the dysfunctional behaviour that characterized RCMP
workplaces caused harm, undermined the stated core values of the organization (honesty,
integrity, professionalism, compassion, accountability, and respect), and was inconsistent with
the foundational Charter value of equality. We agree with this finding, and the imperative that the
underlying causes need to be exposed and resolved as outlined in the Merlo report.
In keeping with our specific mandate in the Tiller process, this report provides our observations
based on the 562 claims assessed, including 94 interviews with claimants. The Tiller claimants
offered a distinct window into the RCMP as a workplace and an organization. Our observations
provide the context for the recommendations set out in Part 3.
This report seeks to convey the range of harassment and breadth
and depth of harm experienced by the Tiller claimants while they
worked to serve the RCMP and their larger communities. Their
experiences underscore the urgency of our recommendations.
This report is the only way the RCMP and those responsible for the
RCMP may learn about the appalling episodes experienced
by many of these claimants.
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This report is the only
way the RCMP and
those responsible for the
RCMP may learn about
the appalling episodes
experienced by many
of these claimants.

I. A disparate and diffuse class,
united in experiences
As noted, the list of potential class members prepared by Canada at the outset of the process
identified over 42,000 women who had occupied positions set out in the definition of Primary
Class Members during the class period (but with records only reliable from 1998 on). Even then,
the class list was not a comprehensive listing of potential claimants.
There was no typical profile in the claimants’ RCMP careers or volunteer roles. They
exhibited significant variation in the duration, locations, and descriptions of their work. Many
performed critical duties in RCMP detachments, such as clerical and administrative work,
911 communications, and custodial duties. Some were students interested in police careers.
Others worked or volunteered in community service organizations such as victim services.
Some were skilled experts in areas such as administration, finance, information systems,
and forensic science.
The Tiller claimants accepted jobs in the RCMP workplace for a number of reasons. Many of
them were young, single, and had little work experience. Claimants frequently told the
Assessors they were proud to obtain positions with the RCMP because it was a highly regarded
institution in the community. The security and financial benefits offered in these jobs were often
superior to other options, particularly in smaller communities. Sometimes family members who
had been or still were with the RCMP influenced their choice. Several of the claimants took
civilian jobs in the hope it would enhance their applications to become members.
Too often, their pride in the RCMP was short-lived and the claimants were greeted by an
unexpected and predatory culture in which male members joked and acted as if the women in
the workforce were only there for the men’s sexual amusement.
Despite their disparate profiles, the 417 claimants who received
compensation were united by the gender- and sexual orientation–
based harassment each experienced in the RCMP workplace—across
every decade of the class period and arising from workplaces in every
province and territory. Those who harassed them were not always
members, nor were they always men. Claims included harassment by
supervisors/managers, both female and male, or by female members.
Their varied narratives effectively mirrored the egregious misconduct
reported in Merlo and ranged from vulgar sexual comments and
unwanted touching to repeated penetrative sexual assaults sufficient
to warrant criminal charges.
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The egregious
misconduct ranged
from vulgar sexual
comments to
repeated penetrative
sexual assaults.

The Tiller claimants were distinguished by an additional dimension
of abuse not present in Merlo. The Assessors repeatedly heard that
in the hierarchical and patriarchal culture of the RCMP, the Tiller
claimants were routinely treated as the “lowest of the low” and
looked on as “less than” uniformed members. The valuable services
they provided, integral to the successful operation of the RCMP and
the protection of the public, were unappreciated and ignored.

The Tiller claimants
were routinely
treated as the
“lowest of the low” and
looked on as “less than”
uniformed members.

While the focus in Merlo was the harassment of uniformed members, that settlement also
dealt with public service employees. The Honourable Michel Bastarache recognized female
civilian staff were poorly treated in the male-dominated RCMP culture, and had little support or
recourse for their complaints.44
Many Tiller claimants reported that their status in the workplace negatively impacted their
confidence and self-esteem, leaving them more vulnerable to harassment. This was effectively
demonstrated by one perpetrator’s comment to his victim,
“if you find a girl who lacks confi dence you can get her to do anything.” 45
We also observed that many of those in civilian positions were impacted by the traumatic
nature of their work. This left them more vulnerable to the stress caused by sexual harassment
in the workplace.

II. A wide range of misconduct,
with recurring themes
The Tiller claimants were routinely subjected to an array of highly inappropriate conduct that
can never be condoned. The claim forms were replete with descriptions of sexually charged
work environments, where the Tiller claimants described receiving a wide range of unwanted
sexual activity. Complaints of inappropriate sexualized jokes, demeaning comments, and
unwanted shoulder rubs or groping of claimants’ breasts, buttocks, necks, thighs, and genitals
were endemic. Claimants who were members of the LGBTQ2S+ community reported uniquely
abusive comments and propositions.
Some claimants described the atmosphere as tantamount to a
stereotypical fraternity house or locker room. These references give
a sense of the profoundly immature and juvenile behaviour of men
in RCMP workplaces.

44 Merlo Report, pp. 102–103.
45 All claimant quotes are used with the express permission of the claimant.
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was tantamount to a
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Claimants endured comments and taunts about their bodies, and sexualized comments
about their apparel. As well, claimants received unwanted and inappropriate advice about
their clothing, including warnings not to wear clothing that might attract attention from
male co‑workers. Some reported disparaging comments about their pregnancies. Others
experienced more menacing behaviour from their superiors in the form of hurled gender-based
insults. Claimants also reported enduring slurs targeting their race, ethnic origin, Indigenous
identity, sexual orientation, or disability.
Pornography was a regular feature of harassment. Claimants reported being forced by RCMP
personnel, including Regular Members, to listen to or watch pornography on detachment
computers or televisions. “Pin-up” posters bedecked the walls of workspaces or common
areas. Sex paraphernalia was used in office pranks, given as “gag” gifts at office functions, or left
anonymously at the workstations of claimants.
In some detachments, male members rated Tiller claimants or other women in the workforce
on their appearance or held contests in which the “winner” was the first to have intercourse
with a new employee. Members bragged openly about their affairs and sexual exploits (and
those of their sexual partners). In turn, members asked claimants to divulge particulars of their
own sex lives, including preferred sexual acts or positions as well as other private and intimate
information. Reports of these types of explicit comments were endemic. Young students and
volunteers were incessantly pestered to disclose whether they were dating or in a relationship,
whether they were virgins, and whether they wanted to have sexual relations with an older man.
Students and volunteers who willingly accepted members’ offers of ride-alongs in the hope of
expanding their experience too often found the hidden objective was sexual. They were often
dependent on their RCMP superiors for positive reviews to allow them to obtain further work
experience or successfully apply to Depot for essential training to join the RCMP, which made
it difficult to decline an offer of a ride-along or to try and leave a dangerous situation when out
on the road. These claimants were particularly vulnerable to grooming and abuse at the hands
of their superiors.
A common delusion among members, evoked by epithets like “badge
bunny” or “scarlet fever,” was that young women only took jobs with
the RCMP to find a husband. The all-too-common attitude was
that women were in the workplace for the sexual amusement and
gratification of male members. Several claimants reported they felt
treated like “fresh meat” upon their arrival in the RCMP workplace:

A common delusion
was that young women
only took RCMP jobs to
find a husband.

The way women were treated became apparent right away. We were subject to sexualized
comments, blatant leering, being yelled at or ordered around like we didn’t count or have
any worth other than to be there or serve the men.
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The harassment is often out in the open... It’s just accepted as a part of the work
environment from the bottom all the way to the top—perpetrators, bystanders, and
then those in authority who deny, dismiss, and punish women who come forward
with internal complaints.

The common idea is that the secretary sleeps with her bosses—or corporals in the RCMP. I
felt like I was being pushed down the road to sleep with my superior. It felt inevitable, almost
like part of the job description... There were endless jokes at work about how women can’t
resist RCMP members... they acted entitled to a sexual relationship if they desired it… The
younger you are, the prettier you are, the more feminine you seem—the bigger the target
on your back.

Many claimants reported that Regular Members accessed confidential databases to obtain,
use, and share a claimant’s personal information, including but not limited to contact information
or marital status. This inappropriate use of such information was a routine form of harassment
and intimidation. Some claimants reported Regular Members showing up at their homes while
on duty and without a work-related reason for doing so. These visits were perceived as an
exercise and display of power, which often reinforced a controlling workplace dynamic. Other
claimants observed members driving in their neighbourhoods, following them in their vehicles,
and stopping them for no apparent reason.
The level of violence and incidents of sexual assault that were reported
in many claims was shocking. This degree of harassment was most
often perpetrated by male Regular Members. A disturbing trend
observed in claims awarded at Levels 5 and 6 was the young age of the
claimants at the time of the incidents, some of whom were teenaged.

The level of violence
and incidents of
sexual assault that
were reported in many
claims was shocking.

The number of sexual assaults that occurred on RCMP premises
raises concerns about workplace safety and security. The implicit power associated with the
position of a police officer, and the intimidating effect of both this status and the equipment
and accessories of a Regular Member (including gun belt, heavy boots, firearm, or control of
the police vehicle), was a recurring theme across the spectrum of claims. Some claimants,
working as the lone woman on shift or in a small detachment, described being accosted
sexually by members lurking in elevators, stairways, or hallways. Others who worked in the jails
of detachments reported being forced into cells with prisoners, where they were mocked or
subjected to degrading tasks. A shocking number of claimants reported brutal, criminal sexual
assaults by members on RCMP premises, in some cases while other members watched or
heard and did nothing.
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III. Detrimental impacts
The Assessors became acutely aware of the significant impact the gender and sexual
harassment had on the claimants. As one victim told us,
Several [members of the RCMP] crushed a lot of women, ruined their dreams
and their lives.
Several reported it changed the trajectory of their lives. The Assessors heard multiple accounts
of personal relationships breaking down, families relocating, chosen careers being abandoned,
and self-worth and self-confidence crumpling.
Nor was the RCMP immune from the negative consequences of the harassment. It lost a
significant number of skilled and experienced workers who could not tolerate the abuse.
Talented young women who had joined the civilian workforce with a view to ultimately
applying to become a member were quick to abandon this plan when they experienced
the dysfunctional culture of the RCMP. As a result, the RCMP as an institution experienced
immeasurable organizational losses, including decreased productivity, absenteeism,
and lost morale.
The Tiller claimants related poignant and disturbing accounts of the impact of the harassment
they experienced. While these were unique to each victim, it is fair to say they expressed
universal mistrust of and betrayal by the RCMP. Although employed within an institution whose
members were bound to “serve and protect,” they were acutely aware they had received little
protection or support in the face of widespread sexual harassment by those members. One
long-time victim services worker encapsulated it in this way:
Looking back and refl ecting on my time with Victim Services and the many client/victims I
have supported, I realize how ironic it is that I myself am a victim within an institution that is
supposed to serve and protect. A victim survivor with a few dents in her armour.
Another claimant who provided years of stellar performance to the RCMP and who endured
multiple incidents of harassment told the Assessors that she had been initially proud of
her job but
now when people ask where I work, I say I work for the government—not the RCMP—
because I feel ashamed. The organization has hurt me; they haven’t stood up for me and no
one understands what really goes on... I have zero respect for the organization.
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The sexualized culture left victims feeling disrespected, humiliated, and angry. As touched
on earlier, many experienced lost confidence and self-esteem. Numerous claimants
reported the unfortunate feelings of shame and blame that too often characterize victims
of sexual harassment.
Tiller claimants described high levels of anxiety and stress arising from the unwanted sexual
attention of members. Many became fearful of the workplace and the prospect of encountering
their harassers. Some developed deep-rooted depression, insomnia, and panic attacks. Others
reported routinely breaking down or throwing up on their way to work. A disturbing number
experienced negative life-changing consequences, including fear of intimacy, substance abuse,
suicidal ideation, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and attempted suicide.
The impact of these developments on claimants’ families was particularly tragic. Some
claimants were so traumatized they developed an aversion to intimacy but were afraid to
tell their partners the cause, limiting family support and leading to family breakdown. Others
found the negative impact of the harassment so overwhelming they simply withdrew
from their families:
[The harassment] affected both my home life and work life. I was crying all the time... At
home I was numb and emotionally absent. I know this affected my husband and son. I know
that I missed out on the joys of motherhood and marriage because of the emotional state I
was in because of the abuse I was suffering.
Some were forced to uproot or leave their families and move away from much-loved homes
and communities due to fear of the perpetrator and the fallout and uproar that might arise in the
community if news of the harassment became public.
Many claimants told us they would have welcomed psychological counselling to deal with the
impacts of the harassment, but could not afford it. Those claimants with employee benefits
often took to using their vacation time and sick leave to avoid the workplace. These benefits
were limited, however, and not universal. Some claimants significantly disabled by conditions
like PTSD and deep depression were able to convince family doctors to place them on longterm disability, and reported years of not-always-successful rehabilitation.
It is abundantly clear to us that the Tiller claimants were adversely affected by the harassment
inflicted by RCMP members and other perpetrators. There were no or inadequate resources to
assist claimants to deal with the pain they experienced.
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IV. Procedural and cultural obstacles
to safe reporting
The Assessors repeatedly heard that attempts to avoid or report the misconduct were futile.
Rejection of advances tended to produce detrimental consequences: deterioration in work
relationships, unjustified criticism of performance, implicit or explicit threats of reduced hours
and termination, denial of training or advancement opportunities, and more determined sexual
advances. Sexual harassment courses mandated by the RCMP were treated as a joke and
ignored by many members.
Many claimants were reluctant to report the abuse because they were afraid the power
imbalance rooted in the RCMP hierarchy precluded any possibility their account would be
believed. Many worried about the impact that reporting would have on their opportunities for
advancement and felt pressure not to report harassment or discrimination but rather endure
this misbehaviour in order to maintain employment with the RCMP. This was particularly
pronounced among claimants who held a temporary, casual, or determinate status within the
public service. These employees relied on the repeated renewals of short-term contracts.
Others were deterred from reporting by the RCMP’s failure to
impose consequences on perpetrators of sexual harassment, a
failure of accountability now well-recognized within the RCMP.
Once identified, a harasser was often simply transferred, or even
promoted, to a new location where his inappropriate conduct
continued. The Assessors observed this pattern in claims that
identified repeat offenders in various locations.

Once identified, a harasser
was often simply transferred,
or even promoted, to a new
location where his inappropriate
conduct continued.

Those who did try to report harassment were stymied by the absence of a clear route for
complaints. Some, such as municipal employees, had their own unions and human resources
departments, but these showed little enthusiasm or success in taking on the RCMP on behalf
of claimants. In a few egregious cases, the RCMP encouraged reluctant victims to report and
testify at a formal Code of Conduct hearing, promising support through the lengthy process.
Rarely, however, did this support materialize. The claimants found themselves outcasts in the
workplace, left to cope alone with the accompanying stress and anxiety, and too often receiving
no meaningful update about the process they had initiated or finding there were no meaningful
consequences for the perpetrator.
Attempts to report harassment and assaults to RCMP supervisors in the workplace were
generally ignored or ridiculed. Victims were advised they were too sensitive, were lucky to
have a job, were labelled “rats,” or told to just “suck it up” and “relax.” Those who failed to follow
that advice found themselves shunned, mocked, and subjected to further harassment. Some
experienced significant repercussions to their career plans such as denial of performance
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reviews, unjustified poor reviews, or exclusion from courses or promotions that would advance
their standing. Others who tried to transfer to a different location to avoid a harasser found
their applications blocked.
Claimants who left the RCMP because of the stress and anxiety caused by the harassment
often suffered significant financial consequences as it was difficult to find other jobs with the
same pay scale and benefits. Some who sought other police work found they had been shut
out by the RCMP. Some claimants who were married to members refrained from lodging a
complaint for fear of the repercussions it might have on their spouse and his or her career.
These potential financial repercussions effectively locked many claimants in sexually abusive
situations that they could not afford to leave. Some held insecure temporary jobs in the hope
of moving to full-time work. Some remained in anticipation of a rising career path or of the
perpetrator’s transfer to another location. Several were applicants to Depot and feared that
leaving their jobs would reflect negatively on their chance of becoming a member. Many
claimants were single mothers or partners in dual income families who depended heavily on
their RCMP salary and pension and could not afford to leave. One claimant who had tried to
report misconduct on multiple occasions without success concluded her narrative with this:
I felt so defeated. I didn’t know where else to go. The RCMP is an organization that is
supposed to protect the nation, but within their own offices they were perpetuating abuse
and sexual harassment and the upper ranks are covering it up... I felt so beaten down, like
I had nowhere to go... no opportunity for my voice to be heard... I was fi ghting the old boys’
club where they all stick together... a fi ght I had no chance of winning.
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Part 3: Recommendations
The following recommendations are based on the observations made in Part 2. In formulating
these recommendations, we considered the recommendations made in the Merlo Report,
many of which were responsive to what we have heard in the Tiller process.
Our primary recommendations mirror central ones in the Merlo Report: the systemic
culture of harassment in RCMP workplaces must be dismantled, and there is
an urgent need for an effective, external, and independent system for handling
grievances and complaints.
While we generally support the recommendations made in the Merlo Report, we have
elaborated only on those recommendations that relate most directly to what we have
heard from claimants.
Our recommendations are aimed at the most prevalent issues and themes we heard through
our assessment of the claims in the Tiller process: systemic barriers, reporting, mental health
supports, training and education, and workplace safety and security. The recommendations
that follow are in keeping with our specific mandate under the Settlement Agreement. We are
confident that our recommendations, if followed, will contribute to the required changes we
have identified. However, they cannot, on their own, address the full extent of the cultural change
required at the RCMP.

(1) Acknowledge, examine, identify, and rectify the systemic
barriers that perpetuate and prolong the unreported and
unaddressed harassment of women in RCMP workplaces.
The Ontario Human Rights Commission defines a systemic barrier as
a barrier embedded in the social or administrative structures of an
organization, including the physical accessibility of an organization,
organizational policies, practices and decision-making processes,
or the culture of an organization.46
It is clear that claimants in Tiller experienced systemic gender- and sexual orientation–based
harassment throughout the class period from 1974 to 2019. Further, the culture of the RCMP
allowed for disparaging remarks to be made in the workplace both with respect to this and other
class actions, and with respect to systems for reporting harassment.

46 Ontario Human Rights Commission, Glossary of Human Rights Terms: www.ohrc.on.ca/en/teaching-human-rights-ontario-guide-ontario-schools/
appendix-1-glossary-human-rights-terms.
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The impact of these systemic barriers reached beyond the claimants to
include family members and the community as a whole. It resulted in an
ingrained distrust of the RCMP and its reporting systems. Not only was
the RCMP culture disrespectful of women and LGBTQ2S+ individuals,
but there also were many reports of racial and cultural bias.

The impact
of these systemic
barriers reached
beyond the claimants.

The identification of systemic challenges is not superficial work.
It must get to the roots of an organization’s culture. As one claimant put it:
I want there to be no more confusion about how systemic the problem is. We’re past the
point where anybody is privileged to be confused... The problems are systemic. It has to be
a systemic change. That’s the only way.

(2) Establish an effective, independent, and external process
for receiving and investigating complaints of harassment
committed by RCMP members and employees.
The multiple deficiencies in the RCMP’s system for reporting and investigating incidents of
harassment was a primary theme in the claims we received for assessment. We observed
among claimants a striking lack of trust in the RCMP’s reporting systems. For many, the
independent claims assessment process under the Tiller Settlement Agreement, with its strict
confidentiality protections, was the first time they had shared their stories. During interviews,
the Assessors routinely asked claimants what they would like to tell the RCMP. Their answers
cohesively centred on the establishment of a fair and independent body to receive complaints,
deal with them reliably, and administer meaningful consequences to perpetrators.
We generally endorse the following recommendations of the Merlo Report with respect to
complaints and discipline:
• Create an effective, external, and independent body to which RCMP employees may report
sexual harassment or misconduct which has the power to investigate and make binding
findings of fact and recommend penalties.
• Mediation or other informal measures should not be used in the context of sexual
harassment accompanied by violence.
• The RCMP must address the problem of reprisals for making harassment complaints. The
isolation of complainants and other forms of punishment, such as the refusal of training or
transfers, must be eliminated.
• Sanctions for those found to have been harassing in the workplace must be effective and
include suspensions without pay for longer periods, demotions, and removal of supervisory
responsibilities for an extended period; ban applying for promotions with no discretionary
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override. Dismissal should be the sanction for serious or repeated offences. Victims should
not be transferred unless they request it.
• Those accused of sexual harassment (including assaults) should not be allowed to retire
before the conclusion of an investigation and conduct process.
• A system to monitor those who have been found to have harassed women in the
workplace should be implemented. A second finding of harassment should result
in automatic dismissal.
• Alleged sexual assaults should be disclosed immediately to the appropriate
external investigatory body.47
The unique experiences of the Tiller claimants, however, lead us to recommend the following
additional measures in implementing these recommendations:
• Confidentiality of complainants must be a paramount feature of any complaints process.
• There must be clear conflict of interest protocols for those who receive
and review complaints.
• Those employed in the complaints process must have the requisite experience and/or
education to facilitate a trauma-informed process.
The complaints system as it currently exists intimidates potential complainants and discourages
them from coming forward. Furthermore, victims whose complaints were revealed to others in
the workplace were isolated and retraumatized.

(3) Initiate and design a coordinated complaints process
between the RCMP and those third parties with employees,
contractors, or volunteers actively engaged with the RCMP.48
The expansion of the Independent Centre for Harassment
Resolution’s mandate to include those reflected in this class
action should be considered.49
There were diverse employers and other organizations that engaged the Tiller class members,
each with its own delivery of human resources and benefit programs. As observed at the
outset, the majority of the Tiller class are not RCMP employees, although they worked under
RCMP supervision and in RCMP-controlled workplaces. For many, this created the impression
of having “two sets of bosses.” This feature alone created a substantial amount of uncertainty
47

Merlo Report, p. 86 (adapted).

48 This could include municipalities, other police forces, victim services organizations, or other departments of the federal or provincial governments.
49 https://www.publicsafety.gc.ca/cnt/trnsprnc/brfng-mtrls/prlmntry-bndrs/20210930/05-en.aspx. See also the RCMP Report on Ongoing Actions
and Plans to Implement the Recommendations of the Bastarache Report: https://www.ourcommons.ca/content/Committee/432/SECU/WebDoc/
WD11452222/11452222/SummaryOfTheRCMP-e.pdf.
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and, ultimately, hesitancy among claimants about where to go and who
to tell about what they experienced in RCMP-controlled workplaces.
The pathway to safe reporting about harassment in the workplace must
be clearly signposted.
We acknowledge, too, that the fact of there being diverse employers
and organizations that engage the Tiller class members may raise
jurisdictional issues in implementing any recommendations related to
reporting and complaints procedures. It is imperative that these multiple
employers and organizations coordinate a complaints process that
responds to the unique circumstances of all women working in RCMPcontrolled workplaces or under RCMP supervision.

The pathway to safe
reporting about
harassment in the
workplace must
be clearly signposted.

It is essential that coordination of a complaints process includes a joint commitment to job
protection for those who launch a complaint. Women fearful of engaging in the process must
be assured they will be accommodated with work that does not require continued involvement
with the perpetrator while an investigation is ongoing. Allowing alleged harassers to retire
or transfer in response to complaints minimizes individual accountability and organizational
integrity and, as stated in the Merlo Report, should not be permitted.

(4) When designing the coordinated complaints procedure,
include the position of a dedicated complaints facilitator,
to provide potential complainants with guidance in matters
prior to engaging in the complaints process and during
the process itself.
Tiller claimants routinely reported disabling stress when they attempted to report and pursue
complaints. It is evident that thorough and competent investigations of complaints take
time, and there will be unavoidable delays in arriving at a final outcome. But we heard from
several claimants for whom the lengthy delays in the often-complicated investigative process
compounded the distress. Tiller claimants suggested several measures preliminary to the
complaints process that would alleviate the stress associated with engaging that process. They
reported they had little information about how to make a complaint, and too often had no control
over whether and when to initiate the process. Once an investigation was under way, the RCMP
typically took charge, and the complainant did not receive timely updates on its progress or
even the final disposition.
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Claimants told us the lack of support from the RCMP caused them as
much harm, or more harm, than the harassment itself. Many reported that
counselling would have helped them deal with the multiple after-effects
of harassment while they considered or pursued a complaint. This too
often proved difficult to obtain, however, due to lack of resources or fear
of disclosure. Every experience of harassment is unique. Some women
who experience harassment may not wish to file a formal complaint or
complete a formal complaint process. Such women still require support
and assistance, such as crisis management, counselling, or peer support.

Lack of support from
the RCMP caused
as much harm, or
more harm, than
the harassment itself.

These are all considerations that arise prior to lodging a complaint. It is not clear to us that
the independent and external reporting process recommended in Merlo or the coordinated
complaints process elaborated upon by us will be equipped to deal with such matters without a
dedicated complaints facilitator to provide potential complainants with guidance in the following
matters before and while engaging in the complaints process:
+ Understanding the complaints process, including how and when to lodge
a complaint;
+ Clarifying expectations of the complaints process, including any potential
consequences of engaging it;
+ Giving women information about what support services are available to them
(including medical care and psychological counselling), whether through
the coordinated complaints process, their employers, or generally in the
community, and how to take steps to access those services; and
+ If a complaint is lodged, monitoring the process and its outcome, in order
to provide the complainant with timely updates on the progress of an
investigation and inform her of any disciplinary decision before it is made public.

(5) Ensure that drug and alcohol awareness programs are
in place across the RCMP and are available to all who work
alongside the RCMP.
Many claimants told us their health was jeopardized by the harassment they experienced.
Some described extreme anxiety, depression, PTSD, suicidal ideation, gastrointestinal issues,
weight loss or gain, loss of self-worth, and attempted suicide. Many resorted to drugs and
alcohol to alleviate their distress. In some instances, the poor mental health of members, or their
substance abuse, may also have contributed to their misconduct. Some claimants commented
specifically on this characteristic of perpetrators of the harassment, noting the stress that
accompanies many RCMP-based jobs. Claimants also consistently reported alcohol-fueled
organizational events, which were the settings for many claims.
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(6) Provide enhanced training and education across the
organization for an integrated, respectful, and accountable
workplace.
The precursor to a recommendation about organizational training is
recruitment. It appears that too many people have become members
without sufficient screening for suitability, particularly with regard to
sensitivity to gender biases, violence against women, racial and ethnic
awareness, and homophobia. Such screening coupled with ongoing
training in these areas would assist in eliminating the kind of harassment
experienced by Tiller claimants. Further to this point about increased
screening for suitability, we generally endorse the recommendations on
recruitment in the Merlo Report.

The worth of the
work performed by
women in civilian
roles was overlooked
or, worse, disparaged.

All too often, out of ignorance, prejudice, or ego, the worth of the work performed by women
in civilian roles was overlooked or, worse, disparaged. To promote an integrated workplace,
all members should be educated as to the vital roles played by municipal staff, public service
employees, volunteers, Commissionaires, and students in the work of the RCMP.
The Assessors unfortunately heard of many instances in which those in leadership positions
failed to protect those working in an RCMP workplace. Many claimants noted that their
feelings of betrayal stemmed not only from the incidents of harassment, but also from the lack
of action or support from their colleagues who chose to ignore the plight of these claimants.
The harassment we have heard about suggests that training on policies that support
respectful workplaces and safe reporting is insufficient. The Assessors generally support the
recommendations on leadership training and accountability in the Merlo Report.

(7) Conduct a review of workplace security in order to ensure
the safety and security of women in RCMP workplaces.
The safety and security of RCMP workplaces were routinely
compromised by harassment or violence, leaving claimants feeling
unsafe and vulnerable at work. Assaults, sexual and otherwise, occurred
in many detachments. The installation of video surveillance, panic
buttons, and other advanced technologies may assist to increase the
personal safety of women in these workplaces.
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Claimants felt
unsafe and
vulnerable at work.

We recommend in particular a review of the ride-along program.
A disturbing number of sexual assaults took place in marked police
vehicles and were often inflicted on young women. This educational
component should be formalized as needed to require advance
approval by the appropriate detachment manager and integration
of safeguards to counter predatory behaviour. We hasten to add
that increased structure must not serve to limit participation in these
valuable opportunities for education and on-the-job training. There
simply must be appropriate resources to support them.

We recommend in
particular a review of
the ride-along program.

Finally, the personal safety and security of claimants was compromised by improper use of
information technology. In addition to accessing personal information related to relationship
status, home addresses, and private telephone numbers, harassers also accessed personal,
confidential medical information to harass and demean claimants. Such behaviour should result
in mandatory disciplinary action.
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End Note
It bears acknowledging that not all members or RCMP employees behaved inappropriately.
Many claimants reported that there were good and decent people in the workplace who
encouraged a respectful environment. Some did try to help claimants who faced harassment.
It is unfortunate that those honourable RCMP members and employees will bear the disrepute
that this report will bring to the institution.
We thank all of the claimants for their courage and participation in this class action settlement.
Their perspectives have informed the recommendations in this report.
Based on the compelling accounts of hundreds of women, we are convinced that the RCMP
requires meaningful and timely change. It is our fervent hope that this will be accomplished with
transparency and accountability and will address the issues raised in this report.

The Honourable Pamela Kirkpatrick
The Honourable Kathryn Neilson
The Honourable Susan Lang
The Honourable Deborah Gass
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and
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ORDER
(Settlement Approval)

WHEREAS this motion was made by the Representative Plaintiffs, on consent, pursuant
to the Federal Courts Rules, SOR/98-106;

AND WHEREAS the Parties entered into a settlement agreement dated June 21, 2019,
and a supplemental agreement dated October 1, 2019, in respect of the Representative Plaintiffs’
claims against the Defendant;
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AND WHEREAS this motion was heard on October 17, 2019;

AND UPON READING the motion record of the Representative Plaintiffs;

THIS COURT ORDERS that:
Settlement Approval
1.

The settlement of this action as set out in the settlement agreement dated June 21,
2019 (collectively with its recitals, schedules and appendices the “Settlement” or
“Settlement Agreement”), attached as Schedule A, is fair, reasonable and in the
best interests of Class Members and is approved. Counsel fees are not included in
this approval and are the matter of a separate decision and order.

2.

The Supplemental Agreement containing the terms of appointment of the
Administrator and the Assessor (the “Supplemental Agreement), attached as
Schedule B, forms part of the Settlement Agreement, and is approved.

3.

The Settlement Agreement, including the Supplemental Agreement, is
incorporated by reference into this Order and the definitions set out in the
Settlement Agreement apply to this Order.

4.

The Settlement and this Order are binding on the Parties and on every Class
Member, including persons under disability, unless they opted out or are deemed
to have opted out of this class proceeding on or before the expiry of the Opt Out
Period, being September 13, 2019.

5.

The Defendant will pay all amounts required by the Settlement Agreement and
this Order.
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6.

The Parties to the Settlement may, subject to Court approval, make nonsubstantive amendments to the Settlement Agreement, provided that each Party to
the Settlement Agreement agrees in writing to any such amendments.

Notice of Settlement Approval
7.

The long form Notice of Settlement Approval is approved substantially in the
same form and content attached as Schedule C. It will be available in both English
and French.

8.

The short form Notice of Settlement Approval is approved substantially in the
same form and content attached as Schedule D. It will be available in both
English and French.

9.

KCC LCC and RicePoint Administration Inc. will distribute the Notice of
Settlement Approval substantially in the manner set out in the Notice Plan
attached as Schedule E.

10.

The Defendant will pay KCC LCC and RicePoint Administration Inc. the cost of
distributing the Notice of Settlement Approval in accordance with the Notice Plan
up to a maximum of $250,000.

11.

Publishing of the Notice of Settlement Approval will commence within seven (7)
days of the Implementation Date.

Appointment of Administrator and Assessor
12.

Deloitte LLP is appointed as the Settlement’s Administrator pursuant to
Section 6.041 of the Settlement Agreement.
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13.

The Administrator’s duties and obligations as set out in the Settlement
Agreement, including the Supplemental Agreement, and this Order are binding on
the Administrator.

14.

The Administrator will make payments to Claimants as required under the
Settlement Agreement or, where the Claimant has provided the Administrator
with a direction to pay her counsel or law firm in trust, to that counsel or law firm.

15.

The Defendant will pay the fees, disbursements, and other costs of the
Administrator in accordance with Section 6.06 of the Settlement Agreement and
the Supplemental Agreement, including work undertaken for these purposes prior
to the Approval Date.

16.

The Honourable Louise Otis is appointed as the Settlement’s Assessor, pursuant
to Section 6.01 of the Settlement Agreement.

17.

The Assessor’s duties and obligations as set out in the Settlement Agreement,
including the Supplemental Agreement, and this Order are binding on the
Assessor.

18.

The Defendant will pay the fees, disbursements, and other costs of the Assessor in
accordance with Section 6.06 of the Settlement Agreement and the Supplemental
Agreement, including work undertaken for these purposes prior to the Approval
Date.

19.

The Defendant and the RCMP will release to the Assessor and to the
Administrator information and documents required by them or otherwise required
by the Settlement Agreement or the Settlement claims process, in accordance with
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the terms of the Settlement Agreement, as well as the information required by this
Court’s July 5, 2019 Order in this matter.
20.

Neither the Assessor nor the Administrator nor their employees, agents, partners
or associates can be compelled to be a witness in any civil or criminal proceeding,
administrative proceeding, grievance or arbitration where the information sought
relates, directly or indirectly, to information obtained by the Assessor or the
Administrator by reason of the Settlement or the Settlement claims process.

21.

No documents received by the Assessor or the Administrator by reason of the
Settlement or the Settlement claims process, whether received directly or
indirectly, are producible in any civil or criminal proceeding, administrative
proceeding, grievance or arbitration.

22.

No person may bring an action or take any proceeding against the Administrator
or the Assessor or their employees, agents, partners, associates or successors for
any matter in any way relating to the Settlement and its implementation and
administration, except with leave of this Court on notice to all affected parties.

Dismissal and Release
23.

The action against the Defendant is dismissed. The obligations assumed by the
Defendant under the Settlement Agreement are in full and final satisfaction of all
Released Claims against the Releasees, and the Releasees are forever and
absolutely released from the Released Claims, separately and severally, by Class
Members, including persons under disability, who have not opted out and are not
deemed to have opted out of this class proceeding prior to the expiration of the
Opt Out Period.
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24.

Class Members, including persons under disability, who have not opted out and
who are not deemed to have opted out of this class proceeding prior to the
expiration of the Opt Out Period are barred from making any claim or taking or
continuing any proceeding, including a Canadian Human Right Commission
complaint or a claim pursuant to a provincial or territorial workers’ compensation
scheme, seeking compensation or other relief arising from or in any way related to
the Released Claims against any Releasees or any other person, corporation or
entity that might claim damages, contribution, indemnity or other relief from a
Releasee pursuant to the provisions of the Negligence Act, RSBC 1996, c 333 or
its counterparts in other jurisdictions, the Police Act, RSBC 1996, c 367 or its
counterparts in other jurisdictions, the common law, Quebec civil law or any
statutory liability for any relief whatsoever, including relief of a monetary,
declaratory or injunctive nature.

25.

Class Members who are awarded compensation under this settlement are barred
from making a claim or taking or continuing any type of proceeding arising out
of, or relating to, any harassment or discrimination in the workplace by any
Regular Member, Special Constable, Cadet, Auxiliary Constable, Special
Constable Member, Reserve Member, Civilian Member, Public Service
Employee, or Temporary Civilian Employee, working within the RCMP, male or
female.

Prior Claims for Compensation
26.

For the purpose of facilitating the determination of a Claimant’s entitlement to
compensation, the Defendant is to prepare and provide to the Assessor and to
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Deloitte LLP a list of Primary Class Members who have been paid by Canada
further to a civil claim, grievance or harassment complaint, including a complaint
to the Canadian Human Rights Commission, or who have had a prior civil claim,
grievance or harassment complaint in which compensation was claimed and in
which Canada was a party, including a complaint to the Canadian Human Rights
Commission, otherwise resolved in respect of gender or sexual orientation based
harassment or discrimination in an RCMP controlled workplace during the Class
Period.
Continuing Jurisdiction
27.

This Court will retain continuing jurisdiction over the Settlement and its
implementation, interpretation and enforcement and the Parties will report to the
Court from time to time as directed by the Court but not less than every six (6)
months unless otherwise ordered. The Parties will seek judgments or orders from
the Court in such form as is necessary to implement and enforce the provisions of
the Settlement Agreement and to supervise the ongoing performance of the
Settlement Agreement.

Costs
28.

Each Party will bear their own costs of this application.

blank

blank

“Michael L. Phelan”
Judge
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SCHEDULE A
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SCHEDULE B – APPENDIX 1
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